HALLOWEEN

Question: What do you already know about Halloween?

- Complete the 15 sentences with the words on the left.

1. Halloween is a scary, or spooky, evening.
2. A ____________ is any kind of large, strange, scary animal (that is probably not real).
3. Some people like to wear a ____________ that covers their face during Halloween.
4. Have you ever seen the ____________ of a dead person?
5. A ____________ burns and makes light.
6. Who can we invite to the Halloween ____________?
7. A ____________ is a kind of monster (not real). It is a person who has died but can still move.
8. Kids knock on doors during Halloween and ask for candy by saying, “__________.”
9. A ____________ is a large, round, yellow-orange fruit that is commonly seen during Halloween.
10. If you can fly in the air on a broomstick and do magic like Harry Potter, then you may be a ____________.
11. People like to wear ____________ during Halloween – clothes that change how they look.
12. ____________ can make a place look more beautiful or interesting.
13. A ____________ is a Halloween decoration made with a pumpkin – that has a face cut into it!
14. Be careful! ____________ like to drink blood!
15. You can put ____________ on your face to look more beautiful . . . or look scary!

C candle n.
   costume n.
D decoration n.
G ghost n.
J jack o’ lantern n.
M make-up n.
   mask n.
   monster n.
P party n., v.
   pumpkin n.
S spooky adj.
T trick-or-treat v.
V vampire n.
W witch n.
Z zombie n.
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**ANSWER KEY**

1. spooky
2. monster
3. mask
4. ghost
5. candle
6. party
7. zombie
8. Trick-or-treat
9. pumpkin
10. witch
11. costume(s)
12. Decoration(s)
13. jack o’ lantern
14. vampire(s)
15. make-up

This worksheet is now on YouTube!

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bh7WCe5fbP0](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bh7WCe5fbP0)